PERFECT ride Sunday 18th April from Sedan.
What a perfect day for a 'PERFECT' ride...22 degrees, slightly overcast, no wind, quiet country
roads, good company...what more could you ask? Six of us met at the bustling village of Sedan (it
WAS bustling...there were 3 people sitting on the pub verandah having a cigarette) and got away on
time at 9am. Straight away we were on a gravel back road heading south east toward the Marne
River valley.
The first stop was the Wildwood Animal sanctuary where the owner
Sally, as well as giving our leader some very helpful advice on the
local roads a few weeks beforehand, gave us a short guided tour and
introduced us to a variety of wildlife, (many with very imaginative
nicknames), incl potteroos, bettongs and wombats, some rescued
and some in breeding programmes for re-release.
On then into the scenic Marne
Valley and through a few
kilometres of roadworks...yep,
working even on a Sunday! Beyond
this it was on to the only climb of
the day up to Shell Hill, a local
interesting geological feature of
oyster shells laid down over
millions of years and mined in the Baby hairy nosed wombat.
past for calcium. Then it
was lunch back at the
very pleasant reserve on
the Marne River outside
Black Hill. The Marne is
Red and grey kangaroos.
bone dry, as is the whole
valley, but worth a visit especially when it all greens up a
bit.
Back on the
roadworks section of
road through Black
Hill, we diverted to Shell Hill - or what's left of it!
explore the 'flood detour track' and this turned out to be 10kms
or so of the 'perfect' PERFECT Ride road...single lane gravel,
bush on either side, no traffic...an absolute gem and the sort of
pleasant surprise that always seems to pop up on these rides.
Then some bitumen before
back onto gravel (with a
slight tailwind) alongside
Lunch.
the long dis-used railway
line, through Rheinthal and back into Sedan. Then, as always,
there was a 'de-brief' and general chat session at the pub on the
leafy and very pleasant verandah. The distance ended up about
65kms or so, with only a couple of hundred metres of climbing.
Looking forward to the next one already!
Flood detour track ends in the
middle of a turf farm.

